
he June flight schedule: Over 106

European and 20 intercontinental

destinations

For all those who now feel the desire to visit friends or family, to attend business
appointments in person or simply to enjoy a holiday again, there is good news! The
airlines of the Lufthansa Group will be adding many more flights in the coming weeks
and plan to offer around 1,800 weekly connections to more than 130 destinations
worldwide again by the end of June 2020.

Numerous summer and sunny destinations as well as European metropolises will be
reachable again starting June 2020. Lufthansa and SWISS are also expanding their
long-haul offer, adding Dubai, Hong Kong, Los Angeles, Mexico City, Singapore and
Toronto, for example, to their flight schedules.*

 Currently, all Lufthansa, SWISS and Eurowings flights for the first two weeks of June (1
to 14 June 2020) have already been published in the reservation systems

 Austrian Airlines is extending the temporary suspension of regular flight operations until
7 June 2020 and is considering a restart in June

 Brussels Airlines plans to resume flight operations with a reduced network offering from
15 June 2020

» To the June flight schedule

Carefree travel – thanks to a free rebooking option

So that your customers can book their next trip with peace of mind, the airlines of
the Lufthansa Group continue to offer the possibility of one rebooking to a new
travel date until the end of 2021 and/or a new routing free of charge.

Safe travel in times of Corona

We want passengers to feel comfortable and safe on their journey which is why the
airlines of the Lufthansa Group have already taken extensive precautions on board
and at the airports. Physical distancing, contact reduction, mouth-and-nose
protection and intensive hygiene are the most important measures against the
coronavirus when travelling.

» More information about the protective measures

https://www.lufthansaexperts.com/shared/files/lufthansa/public/mcms/folder_102/folder_6073/file_147741.pdf
https://irreg.lufthansaexperts.com/en/news/protective-measures-at-a-glance.html


Further flight cancellations and flexible rebooking options

Despite the significantly expanded flight schedule, the Lufthansa Group airlines have
to cancel further flights from 1 to 14 June 2020. The flight cancellations will be
gradually implemented in the booking systems on 14 May 2020 and will appear in
your queue.

You can rebook passengers affected by the flight cancellations according to the Flight
irregularities policy (OS/LH/LX) or SN INVOL rules. Alternatively, you can make a
rebooking free of charge for passengers who want to change their routing based on
the goodwill rules. These will be extended shortly to allow travel until the end of
2021. We will provide you with further information on the extended goodwill rules in
the next few days.

* Subject to possible travel restrictions.
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